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REVELATION 
poetry by 
DILLON LYNN 
Some faces are so staggered by the unknown 
The frenzy of a lifetime, shocked by Chaos 
Walking into blindness amid the lost darkness 
At every corner a dead end 
Where Certainty and Reason bend over and bow to Experience 
The cleansed naked beast cloaked by confusion 
Free from the shackles of control and governmental murder 
Endless possibility waiting to be manifested 
Hung up on the intangible hook 
Impossible to clasp by hand 
But the relaxed mind can ponder 
And pander to this vast cosmic land 
Ramble and wander along the squandered bay 
Wade through the cool waters of soft wilderness 
Submerge into the vacancy between the horizons 
Between dizzied cognition and deranged surprising 
Uplifting of the soul beyond fears scrutinizing 
Faith in the divine that flourishes in the veins 
A dynamo of enchantment electric and insane 
Pulsating and expending throughout every limb 
Light radiating from my toes to my chin 
Righteous loins bind us all together as universal kin 
Sanctuary in every pasture of this world we live in 
Ancient forests bleed colors of natural Revelation 
Let us settle inside these canopies of emancipation 
And dream away our demons in night's secretions 
The gentle rain that falls during indubitable seasons 
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